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                                                           For Immediate Release    

Boneo Canine® Highlighted in Pet Age Magazine  
Boneo Canine® Clinical Formula was recently mentioned in Pet Age Magazine for its antioxidant 

benefits  

  

Who: Bio-Rep Animal Health    

What: Antioxidants are becoming a major focus in the pet industry      

When:  August 3, 2015  

Where: Yorba Linda, CA  

   

Pet Age Magazine recently highlighted Boneo Canine® Clinical Formula in 

the article “Antioxidants for Pets”. In the article, author Stacy Mantle, 

covered antioxidants and how they are becoming a major focus in the pet 

industry, especially in supplements and food. Boneo Canine was mentioned 

in the article for its antioxidant properties, which, combined with the other 

nutrients provide comprehensive and effective support for dog’s bones and 

joints. Boneo Canine® Maintenance Formula also features these same 

antioxidant characteristics. Antioxidants are important because they can 

help reduce widespread cellular damage by stabilizing free radicals. They 

can also increase immune function and reduce the effects of aging in senior dogs.    

  

About Pet Age:  

Pet Age is a B2B publication that covers the pet industry in print, online and through social 

media.  

  

About Boneo Canine®:     

Boneo Canine® Clinical Formula is an innovative supplement that helps support strong bones 

and healthy joint function in dogs.  It is a stronger formula than Boneo Canine Maintenance® 

Traditional glucosamine, chondroitin and MSM supplements only support one aspect of your 

dog's skeletal health--the joints. Boneo Canine® is different, this protein-based supplement is the 

first of its kind to support the joints AND the bones, a unique all-in-one product. The 

multifunctional formula contains patented Neo-Portin® Complex, a blend powered by ribo-

nuclease-enriched lactoferrin (R-ELF). R-ELF is a natural, lactose-free, milk-derived protein that 

has been clinically shown to help maintain strong bones and enhance bone turnover activity, 

while still offering the benefits of traditional supplements by actually supporting healthy joint 

structure.    

 For more information about this topic, please contact Bevi Edlund by calling 855-524-6737, or email Bevi 

Edlund at bedlund@biorepnetwork.com  
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